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Ethnomathematics is one of mathematics learning innovations which integrate
cultures to preserve local cultural values. A treasure quest at Musi River Palembang
is included as a culture because it is the community activity with its unique
characteristic carried out at Musi River to meet the necessities of life, and is passed
down from one generation to the next generation. The research aims to explain
aspects of mathematical computation to treasure quest at Musi River Palembang. A
literature study is a method used in this research. Firstly, formulating research
problem was how the mathematical aspects connect to the finding of treasure quest
at Musi River Palembang. Then, literature related to the problem of the study was
reviewed. The next step was evaluating data based on the literature to answer the
research problem. After that, data analysis was conducted. Descriptive analysis was
used to analyze the data. Lastly, the data was interpreted to obtain a conclusion. The
interpretation showed that the treasure quest at Musi River had mathematical
counting aspects namely, counting the number of human resources in a treasure
quest group; counting the wages for each person in the team based on his or her
duties; counting expenses required for a treasure quest; counting the number of
objects obtained, and determining the sale price of the objects. The activity also
contained a mathematical concept in the mathematics learning of some subjects at
VII grade of junior high school level namely, the operation of the material count,
social arithmetic, and sets.

Ethnomathematics;
Mathematical Aspects;
Counting Aspects

INTRODUCTION
Indonesia consists of hundreds of islands, each island has a different culture so that
Indonesia has a diverse culture. At present, the culture of Indonesia has begun to fade by the
effects of globalization. The influence of globalization causes degradation or shifts the existing
cultural values in Indonesia [1][2]. Besides, local cultures which are national identity and features
have begun to fade by foreign cultures [3]. One of the innovations so that Indonesian culture
does not fade by globalization, culture must be integrated with learning, because learning is one
way to instil cultural values used in learning [4].
The learning has to be revolutionized by considering aspects of local culture. Cultural
integration in learning mathematics is known as ethnomathematics [5]. Ethnomatemics learning
can strengthen national identity [6]. Besides, ethnomathematics can be used to overcome students
learning difficulties by connecting local culture with mathematical learning topics [7]. The same
thing was expressed by Rosa and Shirly, mathematics lessons that are connected with student
culture can help students understand their own culture and understand mathematics material in
the schools [8].
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Significance of the existence of mathematics is rarely beneficial to the students that math
becomes abstract and tend to be filled with numbers that are not meaningful [9]. Though math is
a subject that can be used as a tool for other sciences [10]. To facilitate the significance of
mathematics then Ubitarian sparked an approach that integrates mathematics learning in
mathematics learning culture [11]. As a practitioner education is the responsibility to provide
solutions to the problems in education. Involving culture in mathematics learning activities into
the alternatives that can be developed with the goal in addition to introducing the culture and
instil a love of the heritage of Indonesia, the integration of culture in learning mathematics can be
easier to understand the material presented is more realistic [12].
Mathematical learning innovation to overcome students learning difficulties is by
connecting local culture and topics of learning mathematics known as ethnomathematics [7].
Meanwhile, Marsigit revealed the innovation of mathematics learning for teachers developing
ethnomathematics based learning is also relevant for mathematics learning [13]. Learning
mathematics using ethnomathematics makes learning more interesting while preserving culture
and strengthening the role of mathematics education and supporting human resource
development [14][15]. Thus, ethnomathematics is one of the innovations in mathematics learning
by integrating culture while preserving local cultural values.
Ethnomathematics is practised by community groups, tribes, labourers, children,
professionals and others [11]. According to Bishop ethnomathematics have the characteristics of
a mathematical aspect includes counting, specify locating, measuring, designing, playing and
explaining [16]. There are five categories in ethnomathematics research, which are related to the
changing history of mathematics traditionally told, mathematical analysis related to the traditional
culture of indigenous people, exploring mathematics from various groups in daily life activities
and the relationship between ethnomathematics and mathematics education and social influence,
culture, politics towards the ethnomathematics development [17]. In the development of
Ethnomathematics in Indonesia, said by Susilo and Widodo there are two forms namely
ethnomathematics as a learning approach and as a research approach [6].
Ethnomathematics researches which have done in activity-based mathematics culture
such as computing, counting, measuring, and create a design [18]–[21]. Zaenuri stated that
included in the cultural elements are daily activities, cultural heritage, traditional food or human
activities making patterns, designing, calculating that is applied in activities of daily life [22]. While
Koentjaraning, at cultural elements, includes language, knowledge systems, social organization,
equipment and technology systems, livelihood systems, religious systems and arts [23].
Palembang culture also contains aspects of ethnomathematics. One of them can be used
as a context for learning mathematics is the activity of searching for treasure in Sungai Musi. The
search for treasure in the Musi River is included in the concept of culture because it is an activity
of a group of people who have characteristics to meet the necessities of life (livelihood) which are
passed down from generation to the next generation. Besides, the activity of searching for
treasure in the Musi River is one type of ethnomathematics research that exploring mathematics
from various groups in the activities of daily life. Indirectly, treasure seekers have carried out
activities related to mathematical concepts. Different from previous researches, it will focus on
aspects ethnomathematics counting on the activity of treasure hunt in Musi River. The search for
treasure on the River Musi more terms outside the realm of mathematics as well as the findings
of the search results a treasure trove of objects just seen from the economic side.
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Treasure hunters are a group of community life activities that look for treasure at the
bottom of the Palembang Musi River every day. The treasures referred to are historical relics that
existed at the bottom of the River starting from the Sriwijaya era, Sultanate of Palembang
Darussalam, Kolonian until the era of independence. Based on the explanation above, the
purpose of the problem in this study is to explain the mathematical aspects of counting in the
search for treasure in the Musi River in Palembang.
RESEARCH METHOD
This study used the literature study method. According to Susilo and Widodo, there are
stages in the study of literature namely problem formation, literature search, data evaluation,
analysis and interpretation [5]. The first stage is the formation of the problem, the formation of
the problem is done when preparing the problem formulation. The second stage is the search for
literature in the form of journal articles, proceeding articles, books, theses, dissertations, lecture
material that supports the formulation of the problem. The third stage is data evaluation, which is
identifying data based on literature that can answer the problem formulation. The fourth stage of
data analysis is analyzing data to answer the problem formulation. And the last stage of the five
interpretations of the data is used to get conclusions from the results of data analysis. The
descriptive analysis technique used in this study.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Activities to Find Treasure
Musi River is a part of Palembang city starting from downstream to upstream. Musi River
has a very experienced long history Sriwijaya, Palembang Darussalam, Kolonian to the
Independence era. So, there are many heritage objects have historical value. According to
Sudirman Tegoeh, Head of Culture Office of Palembang City, Palembang is a very old city with
the age of 1335 years. The existence of the River has passed through various eras and become a
trade route, an inverted boat that contains a lot of goods and settles on the Riverbed is not only
valuable in economic terms but also terms of historical value. Therefore, the remains of objects
in the 17th until the 18th century which is the era of the Sriwijaya kingdom are still visible with
many found in the area of the Palembang Musi River [24].
Community on the banks of the Musi River in a hereditary activity treasure hunt in the
bottom of the Musi River to make ends meet when getting objects that have economic value. But
indirectly, the treasure hunter has conducted activities about mathematical concepts. People are
looking for treasure do a treasure hunt activity learned from their parents' generation, and they
will teach to the next generation. Treasure hunt activity at Musi River using simple tools that boat
by using the machine is used as a means of transportation for a treasure hunt, a compressor and
hoses as oxygen is used divers to perform dives breathing down to the riverbed. Hose used to
suck up objects to climb to the top of the boat, but it also uses hands to dredge riverbed to feel
valuable objects in the river, the tool sieving sand (table sieve) is used to separate sand or soil
with valuable objects [24]–[26]. Aktivitas treasure hunt on the Musi River in Palembang for as a
society be used as a daily livelihood passed down from generation to generation.
Dominic defines the culture in two respects, namely referring to objects or events that can
be observed in the environment and human guidance refers to organize experience and their
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perception [16]. While Zaenuri et al cultural elements are daily activities, cultural heritage,
traditional food or human activity pattern making, designing, calculating applied in activities of
daily life [22]. While Koentjaraningkat cultural elements, includes language, knowledge systems,
social organization, systems and technology equipment, systems livelihood, religion and art
system [23].
Based on the above definition of treasure hunt activity in Musi River is included in the
concept of culture as it is an activity of groups of people who have characteristics to meet the
necessities of life (livelihood) is inherited from generation to generation in the Musi River.
Ethnomathematics
Ethnomathematics was first introduced by a Brazilian mathematician named Ubiratan
D'Ambrosio. Ethnomathematics consists of the word ethno – mathema – tics [27]. The "ethno" has
a very broad meaning that refers to facts and phenomena as well as the social, cultural and
mythical environment, "mathema" has the meaning of understanding, knowing, explaining, doing
an activity, The word "tics" is a technique [27]. Ethnomathematics research category is related to
changes in the history of mathematics traditionally told, mathematical analysis related to the
traditional culture of indigenous peoples, exploring mathematics from various groups in daily life
activities and the relationship between ethnomathematics and mathematics education as well as
social, cultural, political influences on the development of ethnomathematics [17]. Research on
treasure search activities in the Musi River is ethnomathematics research with the third type
exploring the mathematics of various groups in daily activities.
As according to Bishop ethnomathematics has characteristics of mathematical activities,
mathematical activities in ethnomathematics follow [16]:
a. Counting
The counting activity is associated with the numbers used by the cultural group.
b. Locating
Locating is concerned with defining the position of the object.
c. Measuring
Measuring activities generally use a variety of non-standard measurements. Each cultural
group measures time, liquid and weight objects in different ways and tools.
d. Designing
The design activity is related to making patterns that are used to create objects.
e. Playing
Playing deals with a variety of traditional games and traditional dances in society that involve
types of mathematical reasoning, probability and strategic thinking.
f. Explaining
Explaining refers to various cognitive aspects of questioning and conceptualizing the
environment, for example, giving direction to one place and another, understanding
graphics, patterns, and symbols.

The characteristics of the mathematical activities examined in this article are the
mathematical aspects of counting. Following are the results of ethnomathematical research as a
culture-based activity in the community that is integrated with mathematics learning. Community
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activities in the Gebang Fish Market, The results of the study show that (1) community activities
in the Gebang Fish Market have ethnomathematics value and can be used as teaching materials in
junior high school learning; (2) Community activities in the Gebang Fish Market have developed
and practised by the community down, such as adding, reducing, numerating and calculating
related to mathematical concepts; (3) ethnomathematics in the Gebang Fish Market community
as local knowledge provides an understanding of mathematical concepts at the junior high
school[18].
Community activities in the Payakumbuh Livestock Market namely Marosok Tradition,
this study has the conclusion that the Marosok Tradition is the process of buying and selling
livestock containing ethnomathematics values. The agreement of the buying and selling process is
done by shaking hands with the seller and the buyer with the seller's hand and the buyer is
covered by fabric if an agreement is made then the fingers will stop fingering. The tradition of
buying and selling is related to mathematics learning of social arithmetic material with the
material selling price, buying price, capital, profit, loss and others [19].
Ethnomathematics exploration in the syllable, the results of this study have the
conclusion that the operation of numbers has a relationship with the syllable such as addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division [20]. Ethnomathematics in the culture of the Larantuka
Community, the results of the study concluded that there is a mathematical activity in the
construction of traditional houses, namely the activity of calculating the materials needed for
housing construction has been calculated by "Profit Belewet" [21].
The Mathematical Aspect of Calculating
The treasure search activities in the Musi River contain mathematical aspects of counting
which are characteristic of ethnomathematics. The following will explain the counting aspects of
activities carried out in the search for treasure in the Musi River:

Source: Sriwijayapost - Tribun.com

Figure 1. One of the Treasure Seekers in the Musi River
Figure 1 above is one of the ships model and treasure search groups in the Musi River. In
the process of searching for treasure in the M River, the initial step taken by the treasure hunters
is to count a lot of human resources in one treasure search group. Besides, in the search for
treasure also calculates the wages received for each human resource in one team according to
their respective duties and calculates the expenses needed in one treasure search. This is done to
determine the costs incurred in the process of searching for treasure in one search. The length of
time needed in one search for treasure must also be taken into account. When connected with the
mathematics material of Class VII Junior High School, this mathematical aspect is integrated into
the material Numbers, sets and social arithmetic.
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In addition to human resources involved in the mathematical aspects of counting, some
objects are found in the search for treasure also contains mathematical aspects of counting.
Figure 2 below are objects found in Palembang Musi River.

Source: kumparan.com

Figure 2. Findings in the Palembang Musi River
Figure 2 above are the findings in the River Musi, these findings are the findings from the
kingdom Sriwijaya, Palembang Darussalam, Colonial, until the time of Independence.
Mathematical aspects of the findings in the Musi River, which count the number of objects
obtained and calculate the sale price obtained objects. The number of objects in the get and set
prices influenced by centuries estimates obtained objects. If the material studied in seventh-grade
junior high math then this mathematical aspect related to the substance of Numbers, associations
and social arithmetic.
Based on the explanation above, the search for treasure in the Musi River has a
mathematical aspect that is counting by the mathematics curriculum for the seventh-grade junior
high school, namely integer operation material, social arithmetic and sets. This is consistent with
previous research, Sulaiman [18], Choirudin [4] Annisa [19], Alhadi [20], Ningsih [28] and
Agustini [21] stated that there were counting activities contained in cultural concepts and could
be used as contexts in mathematics learning for class VII junior high school.
Figure 3 The following is a chart of the ethnomathematics relationship to treasure search
activities in the Musi River which can be linked to the Mathematics material for Grade VII
Middle School with the counting aspect.
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Aktivitas Masyarakat

Pembelajaran Matematika
SMP Kelas VII

Menghitung banyak sumber
daya manusia dalam satu
kelompok pencarian harta
karun
Aktivitas di Sungai Musi

Menghitung upah setiap
sumber daya manusia yang
ada dalam satu tim sesuai
tugasnya masing-masing

Pencari Harta Karun

Aspek Etnomatematika :
Menghitung

Bilangan

Himpunan

Menghitung pengeluaran
yang dibutuhkan dalam satu
kali pencarian harta karun

Aritmatika Sosial

Menghitung jumlah benda
yang didapatkan
Menghitung harga jual
benda yang didapatkan

Figure 3. Relationship of Mathematical Aspects of Calculating and Learning Mathematics
Junior High School Class VII
From Figure 3 above it can be seen that the community activity in the search for treasure
in the Musi River can be used as a context in learning mathematics. Learning at the VII grade
junior high school level that can be linked to integer operation material, social arithmetic and sets.
Thus it can be concluded that many cultural results can be used in learning mathematics. This
culture has been carried down for centuries, so it should be preserved by integrating culture with
mathematics learning, known as ethnomathematics. Same as the results of previous studies
namely Sulaiman [18], Choirudin [4] Annisa [19], Alhadi [20], Ningsih [28] and Agustini [21],
treasure search activities in the Musi River also contain ethnomathematics. The counting aspect
activities can be used as the context of mathematics learning for seventh grade junior high
schools, namely numbers, social arithmetic and sets. By using local culture in Palembang, the
value of this culture will continue to be preserved for generations.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
It can be concluded that the activities of treasure search activities have ethnomathematics
values. There are five mathematical aspects of counting in treasure search activities in the Musi
River. Counting many human resources in one treasure search group; Calculate the wages of each
human resource in a team according to their respective duties; Calculate expenses needed in one
treasure search; Count the number of objects obtained; Determine the selling price of the objects
obtained. Treasure search activities contain mathematical concepts in mathematics learning at the
VII grade of junior high school, namely arithmetic, social arithmetic and set material. In this
study, only one mathematical aspect is calculated, so the suggestion for further research is to use
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the six mathematical aspects of ethnomathematics based on interviews and direct observation of
the people who are searching for treasure in the Musi River.
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